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Schizophrenia and Traditional Chinese Medicine :
A Psychosomatic Point of View from the Surface-inner Theory
Keiji Iwai
Abstract
Here I discuss the remission process of schizophrenia by contrasting it with its chronic
course, referring to the "surface-inner theory" of traditional Chinese medicine, and from a
psychosomatic point of view.
In traditional Chinese medicine, there is a diagnosis-therapeutics system called "ba gang
bianzhengfa {system of eight principal syndromes)", which can be applied to any physical state,
either physical or pathological. "Biao (surface or exterior)" and "Ii (inner or interior)" are two
of those eight syndromes , and make a pair. They are symptom-complexes thought to stand for
the depth of the invaded part of human body. The "surface" level symptoms mainly consist of
those of common cold, and the "inner" level ones include various physical and mental symp-
toms. Most of "external" causes of pathological processes first invade the "surface" and then
proceed to the "inner", and vice versa in the course of recovery.
Somatic (physical) symptoms are rarely found in the acute period of schizophrenia, but are
quite often recognized in the course of remission process and in the chronic course of this
disease. The acute period, which features marked hallucinations, delusions, and psychomotor
exciteme鴫is followed by the ``critical period" if the remission process is to be provoked. The
"critical period 'begins with sudden onset or worsening of various physical symptoms by turns,
including those of underlying physical disorders and adverse reactions of neuroleptics. Some-
times infectious diseases might be detected, and common cold can quite often be seen. Of course
mental symptoms also accompany, but in this period they hardly related to hallucinations and
delusions.
In the "critical period", various physical symptoms tend to shift from the "inner" level to
the "surface level as the remission process advances, but such a tendency cannot be found in
consistently chronic cases. I therefore think the concept of 'he "surface-inner" axis to be the
symptom order system which schizophrenia is also subject to, but this system itself has been
broken down in patients with consistently chronic schizophrenia.
And from a psychosomatic point of view, psychotic symptoms (such as hallucinations or
delusions) and physical symptoms are thought to be mutually exclusive. In other words, the
psychosomatic interrelationship between the "psychic entity" and the "somatic entity" of a
human being is absent in the acute period of schizophrenia, and it emerges again in the "critical
period". The transient and unstable character of symptoms in the critical period can be
compared to a voltage fluctuation of a "switch- on phenomenon" in an electrical circuit. "S-P
model is offered as a scheme for it.
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